
In 
sources 

we sometimes say we are English or Welsh or Indian or Jamaican. 
course, this is to speak metaphorically. These identities are not literally 
.>..L ..... I-' .............. '-''-'' in our genes. we do of as if they are part 

our essential natures. Roger Scruton 
argues that: 

The condition of man (sic) he 
exists acts as an autonomous does so only because 
can identify himself as something greater - as a member of a 
society, group, class, state or nation, of some arrangement to which 
he may not attach a name, which he recognizes instinctively as 
home. 
(Scruton, 1986, p.156) 

Ernest Gellner, from a more liberal position, also believes that without a 
sense of national identification the modern subject would experience a 
deep sense of subjective loss: 

The idea of a man (sic) without a nation seems to impose a [great] 
strain on the modern imagination. A man must have a nationality 
as he must have a nose and two ears. All this seems obvious, 
though, alas, it is not true. But that it should have come to seem so 
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attribute of humanity, 
1983, p.6) 

'"''U' ... ..LVL..LV''-'. were came 
gradually Western to the national culture. 
Regional were subsumed beneath 
Gellner calls the 'political roof' of nation-state, which thus became a 
powerful source of meanings for modern cultural identities. 

formation a national culture to create standards of 
universal literacy, generalized a single vernacular language as the 
dominant medium of communication throughout the nation, created a 
homogeneous national institutions, 

as a education system (see Whitty's discussion 
in Book 3 (Bocock and Thompson, 1992), 6). In these and 

other ways, national culture became a key of industrialization 
and an engine of modernity. Nevertheless, are other aspects to a 
national culture which pull it in a different direction, bringing to the 
fore what Homi Bhabha calls 'the particular ambivalence that haunts 
idea of the nation' (Bhabha, 1990, p.l). Some of these ambiguities are 
explored in Section 4. Section 3.1 will consider how a national 
culture functions as a system of representation, Section 3.2 whether 
national identities are really as unified and homogeneous as they 
represent themselves to be. It is only these two questions have 
been answered, that we can properly consider the claim that national 
identities were once centred, coherent, and whole, but are now being 
dislocated by processes of globalization. 

E 

National cultures are composed not only institutions, 
symbols representations. A national culture is a discourse - a way 
of constructing meanings which influences organizes both our 
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1 

or 
experiences, sorrows J disasters 
to the nation. As of such an 'imagined '-'VjL .... U.jLJ.U..L ........ 

ourselves in our mind's eye in this .U.LJ.;L.l.ULL 

significance importance to our ..LLU. ........ .L\. ..... 

everyday lives a destiny that preexisted us 
outlive us. From England's green and pleasant land, its gentle, rolling 
countryside, cottages and country 
Shakespeare's 'sceptered isle' - to ceremonials 
of Colour and Poppy discourse of 'Englishness' represents 

'England' is, gives meaning to the identity 'being English' 
fixes 'England' as a focus of in (and Anglophile) 
hearts. As Schwarz observes: 

These make up the threads us invisibly to past. 
as English nationalism is denied, so is the turbulent and 
contested history. we get instead ... is an emphasis on 
tradition heritage, above on continuity so our present 
political is seen as the flowering a organic 
evolution. 
(Schwarz, 1986, p.155) 
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Jubilee year, 1977 

2 Secondly, on origins, continuity, tradition and 
timelessness. identity is represented as primordial - 'there, in 

very nature of things', sometimes slumbering, but ever ready to be 
'awoken' from 'long, persistent and mysterious somnolence' to 
resume its unbroken existence 1983, p.48). essentials of 
the national character remain unchanged through all the vicissitudes of 
history. It is there from birth, unified and continuous, 'changeless' 
throughout changes, eternal. Mrs Thatcher remarked at the time 
of the Falklands War that there were some people 'who thought we 
could no longer do the great things which we once did ... that Britain 
was no longer the nation that had built an Empire and ruled a quarter of 

world .... Well they were wrong ... Britain has not changed' (quoted 
in 1982, p.63). 

3 A third discursive strategy is what Hobsbawm and Ranger call the 
invention of tradition: 'Traditions which appear or claim to be old are 
often quite recent in origin and sometimes invented .... "Invented 
tradition" [means] a set of practices, ... of a ritual or symbolic nature 
which seek to inculcate certain values and norms of behaviours by 
repetition which automatically implies continuity with a suitable 
historical past'. For example, 'Nothing appears more ancient, and linked 
to an immemorial past, than the pageantry which surrounds British 
monarchy and its public ceremonial manifestations. Yet ... in its 
modern form it is the product of the late nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries' (Hobsbawm and Ranger, 1983, p.l). 

4 A fourth example of narrative of national culture is of a 
foundational myth: a story which locates the origin of the nation, the 
people and their national character so early that they are in the 
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back, to retreat defensively to 
nation was , and to restore past identities. 

This is regressive, the anachronistic, in national cultural 
But often very return to past a struggle to 

people' to ranks, to expel the who 
identity, to for a new forwards. 

1980s, the rhetoric of Thatcherism sometimes inhabited both 
what Tom Nairn nationalism 

(Nairn, looking back to 
values' while simultaneously undertaking a 
preparation for a new stage of global capitalist competition. Something 

the same may be going on now in Eastern Europe. Areas 
breaking away from the Union reaffirm essential vu ..... u.J,'"' 

identities and nationhood, buttressed by (sometimes extremely 
dubious) 'stories' mythic origins, religious orthodoxy, and racial 
purity. they may be also using the nation as the form in which to 
compete with ethnic 'nations', and so to gain entry to the 
'club' the West. As Immanuel has acutely observed, 
nationalisms of modern world are the ambiguous expression [of a 
desire] ... assimilation into the universal ... and simultaneously 
... adhering to the particular, the of differences. Indeed it is 
a universalism through particularism and particularism through 
universalism' (Wallerstein, 1984, pp.166-7). 
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E 

Section 3.1 considered how a national as a source of 
'-''-'-"Lt-Lt..1.L,""," meanings, a focus of identification, a system 
representation. section now turns to the question of whether 
national cultures national identities they construct are actually 
unified. In his famous essay on topic, Ernest Renan said 
things principle of the a nation: ' ... 
possession in common of a legacy desire to 

[and] the will to perpetuate 
(Renan, 1990, 

resonant rrY,"'POT""\TC' v\.n"LVL . .LLLLLVU a as 
an 'imagined community': memories from past; the desire to live 

the perpetuation of the heritage. 

V.L"LL . .L.L.L'LUJ us that the nation to 
VU'"","","VL"'",",""LL); more ancient 

natio -a local community, domicile, family, condition 
National represented 

bringing these two halves of equation together -
of the political nation-state identification 

with the national culture: 'to make culture and polity congruent' and to 
endow 'reasonably homogeneous cultures, each with its own political 
roof' 1983, p.43). Gellner clearly establishes this impulse to 
unify in national cultures: 

... culture is now the necessary shared the life-blood, or 
perhaps rather the minimal shared atmosphere, within which 
alone the members of the society can breathe and survive and 
produce. For a given society it must be one in which they can all 
breathe and speak and produce; so it must be the same culture. 
(Gellner, 1983, pp.37-8) 

To put it crudely, however different its members may be in terms of 
class, gender or race, a national culture seeks to unify them into one 
cultural identity, to represent them all as belonging to the same great 
national family. But is national identity a unifying identity of this kind, 
which cancels or subsumes cultural difference? 

Such an idea is open to doubt, for several reasons. A national culture 
has never been simply a point of allegiance, bonding and symbolic 
identification. It is also a structure of cultural power. Consider the 
following points: 

1 Most modern nations consist of disparate cultures which were only 
unified by a lengthy process of violent conquest - that is, by the 
forcible suppression of cultural difference. 'The British people' are the 
product of a series of such conquests - Celtic, Roman, Saxon, Viking 
and Norman. Throughout Europe the story is repeated ad nauseam. 
Each conquest subjugated conquered peoples and their cultures, 
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literature, claimed when considering 
nationalisms to swallowed 
licensed as cultural uv.t ...... ~.~'-'u.I..,JJ. 

2 Secondly, nations are always composed of rh,l-tc>1"nrd" 

and gender and groups. Modern .LJ.LJLL.1....,.LJ.. J..J..u ... .L~.1..L'u...L.L,J.u.J. 

product of a very concerted 
.l..J..U.UCiJ . .J.U.J. period, to 

.U.l.JLl.UD.J.l.uD. exercising 
cultures of the colonized. Some historians now 

or 
hegemony over 
that it was in 

process of U~.U.l. •... 1<.1..1. 

negative features 
characteristics 
1992). 

Instead of Ll.l.J..J.J..£\.Jl.lJ.)::; of l.l.G.·ll.VJll.G.l. 

them as constituting a discursive device represents as 
unity or They are cross-cut by deep internal divisions 
differences, and 'unified' only through the of forms of 
cultural power. Yet - as in the fantasies 
Lacanian psychoanalysis speaks - national identities continue to be 
represented as unified. 

One way of unifying them has been to represent them as the expression 
of the underlying culture of 'one people'. Ethnicity is term we give 
to cultural features -language, religion, custom, traditions, feeling for 
'place' - which are shared by a people. It is therefore tempting to try to 
use ethnicity in this 'foundational' way. But this belief turns out, in the 
modern world, to be a myth. Western Europe has no nations which are 
composed of only one people, one culture or ethnicity. Modern nations 
are all cultural hybrids. 

It is even more difficult to try to unify national identity around race. 
First, because - contrary to widespread belief - race is not a biological 
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course 
undermine 'how 
articulated and 
... " ...... L ...... .L.LU ... , 1992, 

now seeks to an imaginary u.v ......... ~ .... I. ... v ...... 

unified cultural community. It constructs 

\.J ...... '1...t. .... ,cv one group 

national culture - homogeneous its whiteness yet 
and perpetually vulnerable to attack 
without. ... is a social political 
turbulence crisis and crisis management by recovery of 
national greatness in the imagination. dream-like construction 

our sceptered isle as an one provides special 
comfort against ravages of [national] decline. 
(Gilroy, 1992, p.87) 

even when 'race' is used in this broader discursive way, modern 
nations stubbornly refuse to be resolved into it. As Renan observed, 'the 
leading nations of Europe are nations of essentially mixed blood': 
'France is [at once] Celtic, Iberic Germanic. Germany is Germanic, 
Celtic and Slav. Italy is the country where ... Gauls, Etruscans, Pelagians 
and Greeks, not to many other elements, intersect in an 
indecipherable Isles, considered as a whole, 
present a mixture of Celtic and Germanic blood, the proportions of 
which are singularly difficult to define' (Renan, 1990, pp.14-15). And 
these are relatively simple 'mixtures' as compared with those to be 
found in Central and Eastern Europe. 

This brief examination undermines the idea of the nation -as a unified 
cultural identity. National identities do not subsume all other forms of 
difference into themselves are not free the play of power, internal 
divisions and contradictions, cross-cutting allegiances and difference. 
So when we come to consider whether national identities are being 
dislocated, we must bear in mind the way national cultures help to 
'stitch up' differences into one identity. 


